Reincarnated Rubbish Endangered and Extinct
an exhibition by
Val Hunt

The future of endangered species greatly depends on mankind’s ability to
live in harmony with the natural world. To save endangered species it is
essential to protect their habitats and understand the vital role of each
species within the earth’s eco system.
We can help by making people aware of these devastating facts and try and
protect the vulnerable creatures sharing this world we live in.

This exhibition presents a subtle message about recycling and
preservation, raising awareness of why the creatures on show are
endangered or extinct.
Find out why species are disappearing from this planet at an alarming rate.

Having worked for the past 29 years as a professional maker, Val Hunt continues to be
amazed at the versatility of creative recycling. There is an enormous variety of discarded
material just waiting to be reconstructed and given a new identity, especially Val’s favourite
material of drinks can metal. Intricate constructions and interesting textures are key
elements found in her work, humour is also an added ingredient whenever possible.
Through experimentation, ingenuity and skill her work is always changing as she discovers
new techniques and ways of constructing recycled materials to signal a new meaning. Her
work recycles a diverse selection of throw away material, from these she creates a
fascinating selection of large and small sculptural pieces which are both appealing and
informative.

Despite her use of manufactured materials, her main inspiration
comes from
the natural world. Val has a special interest in
endangered and extinct species and most of her work reflects this.
The increasing awareness of the effects of pollution, climate
change, plastic in the Ocean and environment destruction on the
habitat have influenced Val’s work . She now dedicates her making
to highlighting the plight of species that are on the edge or gone
forever.

Terror Bird (extinct)
The Terror bird was a huge flightless bird 3metres tall. It
lived in North and South America and was a prehistoric
predator for millions of years. Terror birds lived between 27
million and 15000 years ago. The birds had a lethal kick
and were meat eating hunters. They killed their prey by
smashing
it
repeatedly
against
the
ground.
Thank goodness they are now extinct.

Made from skip wood, drinks can metal, surplus fliers and
posters from Edinburgh ‘Fringe’ advertising Lucy Roslyn’s play
‘The State vs John Hayes’

Birds (endangered)
The number of woodland birds is declining.
Extensive research has shown that these declines
are caused primarily by changes in agriculture,
clearing away hedgerows to create larger fields,
ploughing closer to the edge of fields. Changes in
cropping practice where the land has no time to
rest and lie fallow. This has resulted in loss of
habitat diversity that many birds need to survive.
The Barn Owl, Turtle Dove, Cuckoo, Song Thrush,
Nightingale, Lapwing and House Sparrow are a few
examples of endangered bird.
Made from drinks can metal and wire

Ichthyosaurus (extinct)
Ichthyosaurus was a marine reptile which lived 200 to 190 million years ago during the early Jurassic
Period. It had a sail-like fin and flippers allowing it to swim at high speeds, also very sharp teeth for
eating fish and squid. Instead of laying eggs it gave birth to live young who were born tail first so they
didn’t drown.

Made from food can metal and lids, foil takeaway containers

Dürer Rhinoceros (endangered)
Black rhinos are mainly found in
Africa.
They
remain
critically
endangered due to habitat changes
and also a long devastating period
of hunting and poaching. There is a
strong demand for the rhino horn,
thought by some cultures to
possess magical and medicinal
properties. Thanks to successful
conservation and anti-poaching
efforts ensuring that the black rhino
will not become extinct.

Made from drinks can metal

Chirotherium (extinct)
The Chirotherium lived during the
Triassic Period 248-206 million
years ago when most of the earth
formed
the
super
continent
Pangaea. They became extinct when
they were not able to compete with
the
rapidly
expanding
large
Theropod
Dinosaurs.
Their
footprints look remarkably like the
hands of apes or bears with the
outermost toe resembling a thumb
probably to provide a firmer grip
through mud.

Made from drinks can metal

Chirotherium Trace fossil footprint (extinct)
A trace fossil footprint of a Chirotherium has been
found in various countries around the world
including one found at Runcorn in the U.K. No
skeleton has ever been found just the fossilized
footprint.

Made from pulped egg boxes and glue coloured with ash

6 Butterflies (endangered)
There are more than 20 butterflies
and moths listed as endangered due
to loss of habitat, pesticides and
weather conditions caused by
global warming.
Rare butterflies are endangered by
butterfly collectors.

Made from drinks can metal

Bumble Bees (endangered)
Scientists ascribe the dwindling number of
Bumble Bee population to disease, the use of
chemical pesticides, threats from the larger
scale changes to the way the countryside is
managed, habitat destruction which causes the
reduction of the density of flowering plants
Bumble Bees feed on.

Made from drinks can metal, plastic fruit box

9 Blue-Headed Sucker Fish
(endangered)
The blue-headed sucker fish live
in streams and rivers in New
Mexico and Arizona. The fish
are threatened by habitat
modification caused by logging,
dams, livestock grazing, road
construction, pollution and from
being eaten by larger fish.

Made from broken plastic bowl and milk
bottle plastic coloured with old ink

Fish (many are endangered)
Overfishing occurs when more
fish are caught than the
population can replace through
natural reproduction. Increased
fishing over the last 50 years as
well as unsustainable fishing
practices are pushing many fish
stocks to the point of collapse.

Made from drinks can metal

British Sea Horses (endangered)
British sea horses could die out as their habitat and
food supply of Sea grass is being destroyed by
pollution and trawling.

Made from drinks can metal

Chameleon and Fly (endangered)
Species of chameleons from Madagascar are
becoming endangered because they are being caught
and sold in Thailand and exported by Thai dealers for
the human pet trade. Also lemurs, snakes and birds
love to eat them.

Made from drinks can metal and bottle tops

Sabre-tooth Tiger (extinct)
The Sabre-toothed tiger was actually a
very large cat called a Smilodon and
lived in North America. It had a strong
jaw with upper canines adapted for
precision
killing,
specializing
in
hunting large animals such as bison
and camel.
The last Smilodon
thousand years ago.

died

Made from drinks can metal and wire
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Val’s work has been shown in exhibitions around the U.K. , Denmark, Japan, United Emirates, U.S.A.
and toured overseas with the British Council. She has work in many permanent collections.

